M odifying the words of a great man, we can say that one of the worst things we. have to fear is fe ar itself. Human beings have always been susceptible to fear, and the sick person is especiallyIikely to suffer from such emotions.
Nowadays a large percentage of sick people are referred for either x-ray examinations or studies with radioactive isotopes. And there has been so much "scare" material in the public press about the dangers of radiation that the patient may wonder whether he really should submit to these tests. He needs reassurance; he must be made to realize that this fear is unjustified.
The first thing the patient must do is find a doctor he trusts-and then he must trust him. Either the doctor himself knows about any possible risks from radiation, or the radiologist to whom he refers the patient does. It is the responsibility of the referring doctor to be sure of the qualifications of the specialist he is recommending. One of these qualifications is the willingness to discuss the patient's fears with him, and help him get rid of them.
Compare the situation with the sick person referred for an operation. The hazards of bad surgery are likely to be worse than any hazard of radiation nowadays. But when a patient is referred to a surgeon, even for a serious operation, he usually accepts the situation and does not voice relatively formless fears about the surgical hazard. He is afraid, of course; anyone would be in the face of major surgery. But he is not unreasonable about it.
And it is unreasonable for a patient arbitrarily to refuse radiation because he (or she) has been told it was dangerous. It is dangerous to cross the street, but millions of people do it every day. There is the (true) story of the 50-year-old woman who American Association of Iudustrial Nurses Journal, March, 1967 refused to have her sinuses x-rayed because she had been told that x-rays could injure her unborn children and grandchildren. She was a bit puzzled; she didn't expect to have any more children, and her daughter was in a distant state where her grandchild was to be born. How could her examination cause damage? Fortunately she told of her worry and could be reassured.
The ability to give this reassurance is important in the doctor-patient relationship. It is true in the case of radiation, just as in the case of surgery, that in unskilled hands the procedures may carry a degree of danger. But in the hands of the trained radiologist this is minimized. For the diagnostic examination it is essentially zero; it may be necessary to reassure the patient that this is indeed true. For therapy, it must be realized that a serious condition is being treated, and that without treatment there is certainly danger. (Non-serious conditions should not be treated with radiation.) The patient should feel free to ask any reasonable questions about this, and the radiologist should feel bound to answer. But once the situation is accepted, the patient must believe and trust that the radiologist is taking all possible precautions against radiation danger.
Understanding Ends Fear
It is, of course, to the interest of the competent radiologist to be sure that this is so. He is no more desirous of giving unnecessary radiation than the competent surgeon is desirous of doing unnecessary cutting. And when the patient really understands this, there should be an end to fear of the unknown dangers of radiation. There will still possibly be fear of the disease, but that is another matter.
Sick people usually have enough real problems to worry about, without being beset with fears of the unknown. And when, as in the case of modern clinical radiation, the fears have little or no basis, a conscious and widespread effort should be made to dispel them.
